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Abstract 
-- 
Let F be any family of graphs. Two graphs GI = (C.1. El ), G‘? = (C’:. E2) are said to have 
the same F-sh-ucture if there is a bijection ,f V I - V2 such that a subset S inducca a graph 
belonging to F in GI iff its image J(S) induces a graph belonging to F in G;. We conjecknx 
that, for any family F, a Berge graph is perfect iff it has the F-structure of some other perfect 
graph. An interesting special cast of this conjecture is when F is the family of discs. i.c., 
chordlcss cycles of length at least five or their complements. In this paper we discuss these 
two conjectures and provide some partial results. In particular, we prove the first conjecture for 
F = {paw, copaw}. 0 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
- -___~ 
1. Introduction 
A graph G is perfect if for each induced subgraph H of G, the chromatic number 
of H equals the number of vertices in a largest clique of ff. A hole is a chordless 
cycle with at least four vertices. An anti-hole is the complement of a hole. In 1960, 
Bcrgc proposed the following two conjectures: 
Conjecture 1 (The Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture). A gruph is peyftct if it tlws 
not contuin un odd hole or i[s complement NS nn inched s~rh~~~~ph. 
Conjecture 2. A quph is perflect (f’ nnd on!_r; q. its cwnpkmtwt is 
Conjecture I obviously implies Conjecture 2. Conjecture 2 was proved by Lovrisz 151 
and this result is known nowadays as the Perfect Graph Theorem (PGT). The Strong 
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Perfect Graph Conjecture (SPGC) is still unresolved. It has been proposed to call a 
graph Berge if it satisfies the hypothesis of the SPGC, i.e., it contains no odd hole and 
no odd anti-hole as induced subgraphs. 
A number of authors have proved results that are “semi-strong” in the following 
sense: The PGT is implied by these results which in turn are implied by the SPGC. The 
main purpose of this paper is to introduce several semi-strong perfect graph conjectures 
and to establish a semi-strong perfect graph result. But first, we are going to describe 
known semi-strong perfect graph theorems. 
Cameron et al. [l] proved 
Theorem 1. Zf the edges of u complete graph cun be coloured by three coloures red, 
green and blue in such u wuy that no triangle contuins edges of all three colours then 
both the red graph and green graph are perfect ijj” the blue gruph is. 
To see that the above theorem implies that PGT, observe that if the red graph is 
empty then the blue graph is the complement of the green graph. 
By Pk we denote the chordless path on k vertices. Two graphs Gr = (VI, El ), G2 = 
(Vz, El) are said to have the same P4-structure if there is a bijection f : VI + Vz such 
that a subset S induces a P4 in Gr iff its image f(S) induces a P4 in Gl. Chvatal [2] 
showed that the only graphs that have the Ph-structure of an odd hole or odd anti-hole 
are the odd hole and the odd anti-hole. Thus if a graph G has the Pd-structure of a 
perfect graph then G must be Berge. Chvatal conjectured and Reed [7] proved. 
Theorem 2. If two gruphs G and H have the same P4-structure then G is perfect ifs 
H is. 
To see that the above theorem implies the PGT, observe that a graph has the same 
P4-structure of its complement since the P4 is self-complementary. 
Hougardy proved a related theorem on the “Pj-structure”. Two graphs Gr = ( VI, El ), 
G2 = (V2, E2) are said to have the same P3-structure if there is a bijection f : VI ---f V2 
such that a subset S induces a P3 in Gr iff its image f(S) induces a P3 in Gz. Note 
that there are graphs with the same P4-structure but not the same Ps-structure and vice 
versa. By Ck we denote the chordless cycle on k vertices. Hougardy [4] proved 
Theorem 3. u two Cs-free graphs G and H have the same Px-structure then G is 
perfect ifSH is. 
The condition that G contains no C, is needed in the statement of Theorem 3 
because there is a perfect graph with the same P3-structure of the Cs. Strictly speaking, 
Theorem 3 is not semi-strong. However, we can rely on the PGT to obtain a semi-strong 
theorem. 
Corollary 1. A C5-free graph G isperjtict $fG or its complement has the P3-structure 
of a perfect graph H. 
We are going to show that Theorems 2 and 3 can be put in a much more general 
setting. Let F be a family of graphs. We can define the F-structure in the following 
way. Two graphs Cl = ( VI, El ), Gz = (Vz. Ed) are said to have the same F-structure if 
there is a bijection ,f’ : VI + V, such that a subset S induces a graph belonging to F 
in G1 iff its image ,f‘(.S) induces a graph belonging to F in Gz. 
Conjecture 3 (The F-conjecture). Let F he any funlily ~f!f’~qruph.~. Then u Bergs grqdI 
G i,s petjkt @‘it has the F-structure of L[ peyfkct grqh H. 
Theorems 2 and 3 are particular cases of Conjecture 3 for F = {P.+} and F = (P,}. 
respectively. 
A graph is called a &SC if it is isomorphic at a hole with at least five vertices or the 
complement of such a hole. The disc-structure is simply the F-structure with F being 
the set of discs of all lengths. A particularly interesting special case of the F-conjecture 
is the following. 
Conjecture 4 (Disc conjecture). A gruph G is peyfkct if it has the ~i~sc.-stnrt,tur.cl of 
.rome pryffect qwph H. 
Obviously, the SPGC implies the disc conjecture which in turn implies the PGT. 
Thus the disc conjecture is a “semi-strong” perfect graph conjecture. We think it would 
be interesting to prove it for bipartite graphs, i.e., prove that a graph is perfect if it 
has the disc-structure of a bipartite graph. Actually, we would like to propose a more 
general conjecture. 
Conjecture 5. Let the vertices of u gwph G be coloured hl’ t)tw colours in .such LI 
N*NV thllt each vertex receives one colour und that ruch disc of’ G is monoc~hromoti~~ 
or hms the .sume number of vertices of’ euch colour. Then G is pwfi’c’t $f r~,lr of t1w 
tlro .suhgrupl~.s induced hy vertices of euch tolour is pe#ct. 
The following conjecture is more general than Conjecture 5. 
Conjecture 6. Let the vertices qf’ CI graph G he coloured by t\ilo wlours in .swlr 
a ~r~_s thut cwch z!erte.y receives one colow and that euch disc K qf’ G i.s either 
nwnochromutic or has the property that the purities qf- rhe numbers of’ vertices of 
ruch colour in K are the same. Then G is petf2c.t if errch of’ the t\iv .vnhgrrrph.\ 
induced h?> vertices of’ euch colour is pt~~fi~ct. 
The hole-structure is simply the F-structure with F being the set of holes of all 
lengths. The following conjecture is perhaps easier than the disc conjecture. 
Conjecture 7 (Hole conjecture). A yruph G is perfkct (ft’ it hs the Ilole-.struc,tur.e of’ 
.come perjkt gruplz H. 
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The hole conjecture does not imply the PGT, however it is implied by the SPGC 
by the following theorem (whose proof will be presented elsewhere). 
Theorem 4. The only graph with the hole-structure of an odd anti-hole is the odd 
anti-hole itself: 
With respect to the hole-structure, one might be tempted to make conjectures anal- 
ogous to Conjectures 5 and 6 by replacing “disc” with “hole”. For example, the anal- 
ogous of Conjecture 5 is 
Conjecture 8. Let the vertices of a graph G be coloured by two colours in such a 
way that each vertex receives one colour and that each hole of G is monochromatic 
or has the same number of vertices of each colour. Then G is perject ifJ‘ each of the 
two subgraphs induced by vertices of each colour is perfect. 
It can easily be seen that Conjecture 8 is implied by the SPGC. However, the state- 
ment of Conjecture 6 becomes false if “disc” is replaced with “hole”. A counter-example 
would be an odd anti-hole with at least seven vertices, one vertex coloured red and 
the remaining vertices coloured blue. Nonetheless, we can make the following two 
variations. 
Conjecture 9. Let the vertices of a graph G be coloured by two colours in such a way 
that each vertex receives one colour and that each hole of G is either monochromatic 
or has an even number of vertices of each colour. Then G is perject tr each of the 
two subgraphs induced by vertices of each colour is perfect. 
Note that the statement of Conjecture 9 becomes false if “even” is replaced with 
“odd”. This can be seen by considering the counter-example described earlier. 
Conjecture 10. Let the vertices of a graph G be coloured by two colours in such a 
way that each vertex receives one colour and that each hole of G has an odd number 
of vertices of euch colour. Then G is perfect. 
Suppose the vertices of a graph G are coloured by two colours such that each 
vertex receives one colour. Then a hole of G is alternately coloured if no two con- 
secutive vertices of it have the same colour. The following theorem is weaker than 
Conjecture 8. 
Theorem 5. Let the vertices of a graph G be coloured by two colours in such a way 
that each vertex receives one colour and that each hole of G is monochromatic or 
alternutely coloured. Then G is perfect (fl each of the two subgraphs induced by 
vertices of each colour is perfect. 0 
The proof of Theorem 5 will be presented elsewhere. 
Ir I 64 0 
P4 2K2 COPAW 
Fig. I 
The {Pk }-structure of a graph is the F-structure with F = {P,: }. The following 
conjecture is another generalisation of Theorems 2 and 3. 
Conjecture 11 (Path conjecture). For un_Js wtwul nwnhw k 3 2. u BW;JP ~JIW~/I i.v per- 
fht (fi it bus the Pk-structure qf sonw perfk’t $~vqd-'h H. 
Theorems 3 and 2 are special cases of the path conjecture for k = 3 and 4, rcspcc- 
tively. It would be interesting to prove the path conjecture for k = 5. 
To generalize the PGT by proving the F-structure for some set F, it is necessary 
that F has the following property: if a graph H belongs to F then its complement /? 
must also belong to F. 
The P5 contains three four-vertex induced subgraphs: Pq,2Kz, and copaw (comple- 
ment of the paw). (See Fig. 1). Thus it could be of some interest to prove the 
F-conjecture for each of the following three sets: 
(i) F == {P,}, 
(ii) F = (2K:. Cd}, 
(iii) F = {paw. copaw}. 
In case (i), F contains just one graph since the PA is self-complementary. In case 
(ii), note that 2K: = C,. Since case (i) is already settled by Theorem 2. It remains to 
settle the other two cases. 
Theorem 7. /f’u C5jkr qruph H has the {paw. ~opal~}-.rtrtlc’tzlrcJ of’tr peryf2jc.t qtwpll 
G tlzcn H is prrfkt. 
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In the next section, we are going to prove Theorem 7. The proof of Theorem 6 will 
be presented in a subsequent paper. 
2. The paw-structure 
Let G be a graph and X be a subset of vertices of G, then & denotes the subgraph 
of G induced by X. 
Proof of Theorem 7. Let G be a perfect graph and suppose that some graph H has 
the {paw, copaw}-structure of G. We may assume that H and G are defined on the 
same set of vertices so that a subset S of V(H) = V(G) induces a paw or a copaw in 
H iff S induces a paw or a copaw in G. Hayward [3] proved that a graph is perfect 
if it does not contain a disc as an induced subgraph. By Hayward’s theorem, we may 
assume that H contains a disk D and by replacing H by its complement if necessary 
we may assume that DH induces a hole of length at least 6. 
Observation 1. Let H and G be two graphs de3ned on the same set of vertices such 
that a subset S of V(H) = V(G) induces a paw or a copaw in H ifs S induces a paw 
or a copaw in G. Suppose that H is a hole VI v2 . . . uk. Then if k 3 8 then G or its 
complement is the same hole ~‘1~2 . . f_&, if k = 7 then G or its complement is a CT, 
and if k = 6 then G or its complement is one of the follocving six holes: 
(i) 01 u2v3v4w6, 
(ii) uIu2u5u4u3c6, 
(iii) El ~&~2~gt?6, 
(iv) VI v2v3v,ju5V4, 
(v) hu4u5u2u3u6, 
(vi) uIu2ugu6u3v4. 
We shall briefly sketch the proof of Observation 1 later. Call an edge ab good if 
it belongs to both H and G, otherwise ab is called bad. There are certain symmetry 
involved in cases (ii)-( DH contains two bad edges and the removal of the two 
bad edges leaves two disjoint P3’s, thus the two bad edges are indistinguishable (see 
Fig. 2(a). In Fig. 2 the dashed lines denote the bad edges). Similarly, there are certain 
symmetry involved in cases (v) and (vi): DH contains three bad edges and the good 
and bad edges alternate on the cycle, thus the three bad edges are indistinguishable 
(see Fig. 2(b)). 
By Observation 1, we know that DG is a disk and by replacing G by its complement 
if necessary we may assume that DG is an even hole. The theorem follows from the 
following three lemmas. 
Lemma 1. If DG is the hole ~102.. vg and DH contains three bad edges then G is 
isomorphic to H. 
1 
6 5 6 5 6 5 
(a) 
6 5 
c$ 
6 
(b) 
Fig. 2 
An even-p&r of a graph G is a set of two vertices x,y of G such that every 
chordless path joining x to y in G contains an even number of edges. A graph is 
minimal imperjkct if it is not perfect but all of its proper induced subgraphs are 
perfect. Meyniel [6] proved that no minimal imperfect graph contains an even-pair. 
Lemma 2. [f DG is the hole vI 14 . . ug and Df, contuins t,ro bud edges then H conttrins 
un even-pair. 
Lemma 3. [f’ DC; is the hole VIVA uk und DH is the hole ~1 ~‘2 1:~ then G is i.vo- 
inorphic to H. 
Lemmata l-3 show that H and all of its induced subgraphs cannot be minimal 
imperfect, thus H must be perfect and we are done. The rest of the paper is devoted 
to proving the above three lemmata. 
Define the gen? (x,&cd) to be the graph obtained from the PJ uhcd by adding a 
vertex x and joining x to a, b,c,d by an edge. The cogem (x,hda~) is the complement 
of the gem (x,abcd). Define the graph A(xy,abc) to be the graph obtained by taking 
the unions of the P3 ubc and the graph formed by two vertices .x,-v, the edge .YJ’ may 
or may not exist (see Fig. 3, the dashed line means the edge may or may not be in 
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Gem (x,abcd) Nxy,abc) B(x,ab,cd) 
Fig. 3 
the graph). Let diamond (ab,cd) denote the graph obtained by removing the edge ab 
from the clique formed by the vertices a, b,c,d. Define the graph B(x,ab,cd) to be 
the graph obtained by taking the union of the vertex x and the diamond (ab,cd). We 
shall need the following two observations whose proof is a routine case analysis and 
is omitted. 
Observation 2. Let H and G be two graphs dejned on the same set of vertices such 
that a subset S of V(H) = V(G) induces a paw or a copaw in H ifs S induces a paw 
or a copaw in G. Suppose that H is the P5 c~v2v3v4u~. Then G or its complement is 
one of the following graphs: 
0 P~‘s V[V2V3V4V5, VlV2V5V4V3, V3V2VsV4VJ, V3V2VIV4V5, V5V2VIV4V3, V5V2V3V4VI, 
0 cogems (Vl,V2V5V3V4), (VI,V2V3V5V4), (V3,V2VSVlV4)> (V3>V2VlVSV4), (VS,V2VIV3V4), 
(V5, V2V3Vl V4h 
l A(v2v4,vIv3v5), (v2v4,v,c5v3), (v2v4,v3vIc5), 
l B(v~,V~V~,V~V~), (C3,V~V5,V2V4), (V~,l~~V3,l~2V4). 
We define the bull (x,abcd) to be the graph obtained from the P4 abed by adding 
the vertex x and the edges xb,xc. Define the graph C(x,abcd) to be the graph obtained 
by taking the union of the vertex x and the Cd abed (see Fig. 4). 
Observation 3. Let H and G be two graphs dejned on the same set of vertices such 
that a subset S ef’ V(H) = V(G) induces a pa\r or a copaw in H ifs S induces a puw 
or a copaw in G. Suppose that H is the bull (v~,v~c2v3v4). Then G or its complement 
is one oj’ the follo\ving graphs: 
1. bulls (Vs,V]V2V3V4), (V5, Vl V2V4V3), (VS, V42’2VlV3), (V5, V4V2V3VI >, (VS, V3V2V4VI j, 
(V5, V3V2Vl V4), 
2. c(V5,V,V2V4V3), c(V&VlV3V2V4), c(V5,V,V2V3V4). 
We say that G has a unique F-structure if any graph H with the same F-structure 
as G is isomorphic to G or its complement. We shall say that a graph G has strongly 
unique F-structure if it has unique F-structure and any bijection that preserves the 
F-structure of G is an isomorphism of G or its complement. (For example, the graph 
CT has strongly unique P4-structure; the graph Cs has unique but not strongly unique 
P4-structure.) 
a b c d 
d 
Bull (x,abcd) C(x,abcd) 
Fig. 4. 
Sketch of proof of Observation 1. Using Observation 2 it can be shown that (i) if 
H is the hole ~r1~2csc4c~c6 then G or its complement must be one of the six holes 
described in (i))(vi) of the observation, and (ii) if H is the PC, r~~~~z~;c~~~~rh t en C; 
or its complement must be a P6 (with four distinct labellings) or the graph obtained 
from the gem by adding an isolated vertex. From (ii) it can be shown that the graph 
CT has unique {paw, copaw}-structure and the graph PT has strongly unique {paw. 
copaw}-structure. From this, it follows that any hole of length at least eight has strongly 
unique {paw. copaw}-structure. 0 
Proof of Lemma 1. Since cases (v) and (vi j are symmetrical. we only need to settle 
case (v). Assume that DG = ~‘1~2.. . Q,, and DH = 1‘1 r~r5r~ci~. 
We need introduce a few definitions. Let F be a graph. Then we say that s .sP(‘.s ,I‘ 
if vertex x is adjacent to vertex 4’ in F, otherwise we say that Y missrs J’. Let X bc 
a subset of vertices of F. Then U&Y), RF(X), Pb-(A’). respectively, denote the set o1 
vertices outside X that see, respectively. all, no, and some but not all, vertices in .1 
We shall first prove that the set RH(D) is empty. Suppose that in H there is a vertcu 
Y not adjacent to any vertex in D. Using Observation 2 on the set S = {_K t’;,~‘:. 1‘5, I‘~) 
of H we see that, in G, S must be a gem. i.e. x is adjacent to I’z,I‘~, 1-4. ~‘5. If ~‘1 t E( (; ) 
then {r-5,x, 1’1. Q} is a bad paw in G; if ~1’~ @E(G) then { 1.1, 1.2, Q,.Y} is a bad paw in 
G. Thus the set R,,(D) is empty. 
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Claim 1. No vertex x outside D sees at least five vertices of D in H 
Proof. Suppose such a vertex x exists in H and that x sees all vertices in D - {VI} 
(x may or may not see vi). Consider the paw P = {vg,x, vg,vq} of H. If P is a copaw 
in G then the set {ug,x, ~2, vg } is a bad paw in H. If P is a paw of G with xv6 6 E(G) 
then we must have xv3 $ E( G) for otherwise { vs,x, vq, vg} is a bad paw in H; but then 
{v4,x,v~,u~} is a bad paw in H. If P is a paw in G with xv4 @E(G) then {v~,x,v~,v~} 
is a bad paw in H. 0 
It follows from Claim 1 that the set UH(D) is empty. (In the remainder of this 
paper, “consecutive” shall mean consecutive on the cycle, and not by subscripts.) 
Claim 2. NO vertex x outside D sees four consecutive vertices of D in H. 
Proof. This claim can be justified by seeing that if such a vertex x exists then by 
Claim 1 H contains a Cg. 0 
Claim 3. No vertex x outside D sees three consecutive vertices of D in H. 
Proof. Suppose such a vertex x exists. Note that the set of any three consecutive 
vertices of D contains a good edge and a bad edge. This symmetry allows us to 
assume that x sees VI, ug, vs. By Claim 2, we know that x misses v2 and ~4 in H. Let 
S = {v~,v~,x, VI, ~4); by Observation 2 we see that in G, S must be the P5 XV~U~U~U~. 
Now, the set (~2, VJ,X,U~} is a bad paw in H. 0 
In the following claim, the subscript i is taken modulo 6. 
Claim 4. In H, no vertex x outside D sees vi and misses vi+2, vi+3 if i is even, and 
v,+jvi+s if i is odd. 
Proof. By contradiction, let us first suppose that i is even and there is a vertex x 
outside D such that x sees vi, and misses v,+2 and Ui+s. For simplicity of argument, 
we may suppose (without loss of generality) that i = 6. Thus x sees vg and misses v2 
and 14. The vertex x must miss 05 for otherwise x&j2)3u22)5 is a C,. By Observation 2, 
the set S = {x, vg, us, ~2, us} must induce a P5 in G of the form ~3~2x2)~~s. 
We must have xvi # E(G) for otherwise the set {x, vi, ~2, ~3) would be a bad paw 
in G. But then the set {x, vi, v2,v5} is a bad copaw in G. 
The case where i is odd can be handled in a similar manner. For example, if i = 1 
then u2 will play the role of v5 in the above argument (this symmetry can be seen by 
considering the drawing in Fig. 2(b)). 0 
We say that a vertex x sees an edge ab if x sees vertices a and b (and ab is an 
edge). 
Claim 5. Let ah and cd be two edges of’ D such thut ub is good md cd i.v the hurl 
edge of’ D that is not incident to ah. Thm in H LI rertr.u x .YWS uh $f it sers cd 
Furthermore, in H x misses the remuininy two wrtices of’ D, und in G .x .vet~s‘ the 
qood e&~e ah trnd the bud edge qf D that is not incident to ah, und misses the othtv 
t1t.o vrrtiws of’ D. 
Proof. First, suppose that x sees a good edge of D in H. For simplicity of argument. 
we may assume without loss of generality that x sees ~11’6. 
By Claim 3. we know that x misses us and c4 in H. Using Observation 3 on the 
bull {x. ~‘3, 1’6. ~r,~~h} of H, we see that in G x must see 19, &,, nr.na. Using Claim 4 
with i = 6 we see that xz;~ E E(H) and using it again with i = 2 we see that ~1-5 t E( H ). 
Using Observation 3 on the bull {x, ~3, ~‘2, z’s, 1’4) of H. we see that x must miss 1’2.1-5. 
in G. The “only if’ part of the claim is established. 
Suppose that I sees a bad edge of D. For simplicity of argument. we may assume 
(without loss of generality) that x sees cur,. By Claim 3, we know that .-CC~,XI’I +Z E(H ). 
Using Observation 3 on the bull (x, urcgr!sn~) of H. we see that in G x must see l‘l. 1.2 
and miss 1’3, I’(,. 
Suppose that xc5 @E(H). Let S={x, L’~,Q, cd, ~5). We have XLQ 6 E(H) for otherwise 
S,, is a Ci. But now SH is a P5 and it follows from Observation 2 that SC; is the 
P5 ~2151~4131~~. This contradicts the existence of the edge .tq in G. 
So, we may assume that xc’5 E E(H). Consider the set Y = {x, r’z.1~3, ~5, Q,}. Since 1’~ 
is the complement of a P5 it follows from Observation 2 that Y(; is the P5 I~~I’:s~‘~I~(,. 
in particular we have XL~~ E E(G). Now, we must have X~J t E(G) for otherwise the set 
{x. t-~.r3,1:~, r5} induces a Cs in G. The paw {ZQ,X. ~‘4, r5} of G implies that XV? t E( H ). 
._, 
Claim 6. Euch z’erte.v outside D must SW, in H, sovw tn.0 constutivr crrticrs of’ Il. 
Proof. Suppose in H there is a vertex x outside D that does not see any two conscc- 
utive vertices of D. For simplicity of argument we may assume that x sees Q, (and 
misses ~‘1,1’3). Claim 4 implies that ~1’1 E E(H). Our assumption on n implies that 
XI’s @E(H). Let S={ut,n~,x, u2,t.s). Since S is a P5 in H, it follows from Observation 
2 that in G x sees 212 and misses VI,L‘~.Z’~. But then {1.5.x, Q,, Q} is a bad copaw in 
H. 0 
In H, let Sr (respectively, S2,Ss) be the set of vertices that see the good edge ~‘11.6 
(respectively ~3~2, ~5214). Claims 3,5,6 implies that b’(H) = D U S’r U Sl U S3. 
Claim 7. I17 H, there is no edge ub lvith a E S,, b t S, Ii,ith i # j. 
Proof. Suppose such an edge ab exists. We may assume without loss of generality that 
a E 5’1, b E S2. The paw {&j, a, 6, ~2) in H implies that ab t E( G). But then { 115, u.h, 1‘3 }
is a bad paw in G. 0 
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Now, we claim that Si is a clique in H and in G. If in H there are two nonadjacent 
vertices a, b in Si, then (~3, a, VI, b} is a bad copaw of H. If in G there are two 
nonadjacent vertices a, b in Si, then {~,a, VI, b} is a bad copaw of G. A symmetrical 
argument shows that Sz,& are cliques in H and G. The claim is justified. 
It is now easy to see that G is isomorphic to H by constructing the bijection f : 
V(G) + V(H) defined by f(x)=x if x 6 { ~2~~3, ~4, US) and f(5)=3, ,f(4)=2, f(3)= 
5, f(2) = 4. This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 0 
Proof of Lemma 2. Since cases (ii)- are symmetrical, we only need settle case 
(ii). Assume DG = v1 v2v3v4v5vg and Djf = vl v2vgv4v3v6. If {vg, v4) is an even-pair in H 
then we are done. Thus we may assume that in H there is a chordless path x1x2.. .xk 
with x1 = 06, xk = v4 and k being an even integer at least four. The following four 
Claims 8-1 1 establish the desired contradiction. 
Claim 8. In H, no vertex x outside D sees c6 and misses v4. 
Claim 9. In H, no vertex x outside D sees VI and misses vg,v4 
Claim 10. In H, no vertex x outside D sees VI and misses 4. 
Claim 11. In H, no vertex x outside D sees v2 und misses v~,v4,v6 
By Claim 8, we must have x2 E D, that is, x2 = VI. By Claim 10, x3 must be in D, 
that is, x3 = ~2, and so x4 is not in D and we are done by Claim 11. Now, we are 
going to prove these four claims. 
Proof of Claim 8. Suppose such a vertex x exists in H. Let us first suppose that 
xv3 @E(H). Consider the set S = {x,&j, ~3, ~4, us}. We have xv5 $E(H) for otherwise 
S is a Cs in H. Thus S is a P5 and it follows from Observation 2 that in G S is the 
P5 xv6v5vqv3. In G x must see v2 for otherwise {x, ~2, ~3, ~4) would be a bad copaw. 
The copaw {v~,x, v2,v3} of G implies that xc2 EE(H). If xvi @E(G) then the copaw 
{v4,v1,v~,x} of G implies that xv1 @E(H), but then {v3,vi,v~,x} would be a bad 
copaw of H; if XVI EE(G) then the paw {v~,v~,vI,x} of G implies that xvi $E(H); 
but {v~,vI,v~,x} would be a bad copaw in H. We conclude that xv3 E E(H). 
Suppose that xv5 E E(H). Let S = {x,v~,v~,v~, 05). Since S is the complement of a 
P5 in H, it follows from Observation 2 that S is a gem in G (x sees ~3, ~4, us, ug in G). 
If x sees v1 in H then the paw {v~,x,v~,v6} of H implies that xv1 @E(G), but then 
{v~,v3,x,v5} is a bad copaw in G; if x misses VI in H then the paw {v1,u(j,x,u3} of 
H implies that XVI E E(G), but then {v~,v3,x,v5} is a bad copaw of H. We conclude 
that xv5 @E(H). 
Let S= {x, ~3, ~4, us, ~2). Since S cannot induce a Cs in H we have xv2 @E(H). Thus 
S induces a Ps in H and it follows from Observation 2 that S is a P5 of the form 
xu5z)4r3& in G. Now, {r4,~13,&j,x} iS a bad paw in H. q 
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Proof of Claim 9. Suppose such a vertex x exists. If x misses cx in H then the 
P5 XPI 1’(,1:31’4 of H and Observation 2 imply that in G x sees ~‘1, 13 and misses ~‘4. Q,: 
now ifxtll @E(G) then {u~.x,c~,u~} is a bad copaw in G, if_Yr2 E E(G) then {PJ.I.;. I.~._Y} 
is a bad paw in G. 
Thus x must see 19 in H. If x misses 2:s in H then the set S = { 21~. I’ x, [‘l, cc,} 
has the {paw.copaw}-structure of a P5, by Observation 2 in G x must see 1.1, I’(,. 1.4 
and miss 1.5, if XQ @E(G) then {c~,uI._Y, ~3) is a bad copaw of H. if ~3 t E(G) then 
{z.~.r~,c~.z} is a bad paw of G. 
Thus .te must see 1’5 in H. By Observation 2, the F’s I‘(,PI.YP~C~ of H implies that in 
G x sees 1.1 and misses PJ,P~,L’~. If .XQ EE(H) then {z~~,P~.~~~J} is a bad paw in H: 
if xt.2 $ E( H) then {P~,x, Q, ~2) is a bad copaw in H. 7 
Proof of Claim 10. Suppose such a vertex x exists. By Claim 9. we know that 
xr.~ t E(H ). We must have .XV~ E E(H) for otherwise the set S = {x. ~‘1, L’(,, 1.3, I.~} 
induces a CS in H. a contradiction. Thus the set S induces the complement of 
a P5 in H. It follows from Observation 2 that SG is the graph A(P,I.~,.x-~~I.~) or 
A( 1’1 '(,,XI'41'3 ). 
Suppose that SG is the graph A(cl 1’6,51’3rJ). We have ~‘5 E E(H) for otherwise 
{ 2.5. ~1, Q..x} is a bad paw in H. Now, the paw { 1-1 .s, 1.3, r5} of H implies that ,Y[‘~ t E( G ). 
But then { I’~.I’~,x, 1:5} is a bad copaw of G, a contradiction. 
Thus we may assume that SC; is the graph il(17 l’h..~~~4~3 ). We must have .YQ @ E( H ) 
for otherwise {L’z.x.Q,P~} is a bad paw of H. The copaw {P~;,Y.c~, v~} of H implies 
that XQ t E(G). Now the set {Q,. P?,x, 1.4) is a bad copaw in G. r! 
Proof of Claim 11. Suppose such a vertex x exists. In H. consider the cogem S = 
{ P.I,~~,,~.I.~.~.x}, by Observation 2 we know that S must induce a cogem in G (s sees 
2.2 and misses 1’6. ~1,174 in G). We must have ~2’3 E E(H) for otherwise {.x. rl, rf,. ~1; } is 
a bad copaw in H. Now, {x, 113, uh, vi, v?} is a Cs in H 0 
The proof of Lemma 2 is completed. 11 
In view of Lemma 1, it is natural to ask whether in the case of Lemma 2, we can 
prove that H is isomorphic to G. We do not know the answer to this question. 
Proof of Lemma 3. We claim that 
Proof. Suppose that in H n sees vertices T‘,. P, , , L’ ,,?.~,,3 ofD. Theset {x,r,,r.,,I.r., ?. 
1.,+3} is a gem in H. By Observation 2, in G x must see l‘,, I‘,+I,z’,+~. v,-3. The converse 
of the claim follows by interchanging If and G. I, 
Next, we claim that 
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Claim 13. In H, ij’u vertex x outside D sees three consecutive vertices of D then in 
G x sees the same three consecutive vertices, and vice versa. 
Proof. Suppose that in H x sees vertices v,, vi+1 , vi+2 of D. We may assume that in 
H x misses vl-i,vi+3 for otherwise we are done by Claim 12. By Observation 2 the 
P5 vi- 1 UixUi+2U,+3 of H implies that in G x sees vi, Ui+2 and misses vi- 1, ~,+3. We have 
xvi+1 E E(G) for otherwise {vi_ 1, vi, vi+1 ,x} is a bad paw of H. The converse of the 
claim is clear. 0 
Claim 14. In H, iJ’ a vertex x outside D sees two consecutive vertices of D then in 
G x sees the same two consecutive vertices, and vice versa. 
Proof. Suppose that in H x sees vertices Vi, vi+1 of D. We may assume that in H x 
misses Vi-i, vi+2 for otherwise we are done by Claim 13. By Observation 3, the bull 
(x,vi_lvivi+lVi+2) of H implies that in G x sees vi,~i+l (and misses vi_l,vi+2). The 
converse of the claim is clear. 0 
Claim 15. Let x be a vertex outside D. Then x sees a vertex y E D in H $I” x sees 
y in G. 
Proof. We only need prove that if x sees a vertex y in H then x sees y in G. 
For this purpose, suppose that x sees a vertex vi of D in H. We may assume that 
xv,_ 1 ,xvi+l GE(H) for otherwise we are done by Claim 14. Furthermore, we may 
suppose that xvi #E(G) for otherwise we are done. 
Suppose that xv;+2 @E(H). We have Xvi+3 @E(H) for otherwise S = {x, vi, vi+l, vi+2, 
vi+3} induces a Cs in H. Since S, is now the P5 xv,vi+l ~i+2~i+3, Observation 2 implies 
that So is the Ps xviv,+lvi+2vi+3, in particular xvi E E(G), a contradiction. 
We now may assume that xv,+2 E E(H). If xvi+3 E E(H) then S = {~,v~,v~+i,v~+~, 
vi+3} is the complement of a P5 in H and Observation 2 implies that xv; E E(G), a 
contradiction. If xvi+3 @E(H) then Y = {vi-i, v;,x, Vi+2, Ui+3} is a P5 of H and Obser- 
vation 2 implies that xv, E E(G), a contradiction. 0 
Claim 15 implies that UH(D) = UC(D), PH(D) = PG(D), and &(D) =&(D). 
Claim 16. Let y be a vertex in PH(D) and x be any vertex in V(H). Then xy E E(H) 
iff xy E E(G). 
Proof. We only need prove the “only if’ part since the “if’ part would follow by 
interchanging H and G. For this purpose, suppose that x sees y in H but x misses y 
in G. This implies that x E V(H) - D. Since y E PH(D), we may assume that in H y 
sees some vertex vi and misses vi-1 for some i. 
Let S = {x, ~,v~,v~-~}. If vix E E(H) then either S is a bad paw in H (if xvi_1 @ 
E(H)) or S is a bad paw in G (if xvi-i E E(H)). So we have Uix GE(H). We also 
have c_lx~E(H) (and Oi_lxEE(G) by Claim 15) for otherwise {.x,v,_~. t’,.~} is a 
bad copaw in G. If c,+l sees both x,~ (in H and in G) then {P-~,x,?~,~~,+I) is a bad 
paw in H. if I’,_~[ misses both X,J’ then {~i__~,~,~*.t~,+~} is a bad copaw in H, if I’,, , 
sees J and misses x then {x, y, 11~. /‘,_I} is a bad paw in H. if l’, 1 sees x and misses 
?’ then 1~‘. I’,__ 1 .I. r, + l } is a bad copaw in G. 0 
Proof. We only need prove the “only if‘ part since the “if’ part would follow b) 
interchanging H and G. For this purpose. suppose that .X E RH(D) sees ?: E Ul,(D) I.! 
P,,(D) in H but x misses _V in G. By Claim 15, we know that J’ t c/l{(D). But then 
{.x. I’. I’,. z’;, I } is a bad paw in H for any L‘, E D. [I 
We need introduce a definition. Let G be a graph and let X be a subset of vertices 
of G. Then R&(X) denotes the set of vertices x of G outside .Y such that the shortest 
path from _Y to a vertex in X has length i, for any i 2 I 
Claim I5 implies that R;(D) = R,!-(D), Claim 17 implies that R;(D) = R;;(D). We 
are going to show that R;,(D) = R;;(D) for all i. 
Proof. Again, we only need prove the “only if’ part. Suppose the claim is false and 
let i be the smallest subscript for which it is false. Then there are vertices F, J’ with 
.Y E Rh(C), ye R:‘(C) such that X_JJ E E(H) -E(G). The definition of Rh(C’) implies 
that there are vertices z t Rf,‘(C). t E R&,-‘(C) with V- _.zt E E(H ). The minimality of i 
implies that z t R;,:‘(C), t E RI;-‘(C) and >a,zt E E(G). Now. the set {x. _I‘.:, t} induces 
a bad copaw in G. 0 
Proof. We only need prove the “only if’ part. Suppose the claim is false and there 
are vertices X,J’E RA(C)(i>2) such that .YJ’E E(H) -E(G). The definition of R;,(C) 
implies that there are vertices z E R L’(C), ttRj,-‘(C) with yz,ztEE(H). The hy- 
pothesis of the claim implies that z E R;,:‘(C), t F R&-‘(C) and ~‘z,zt E E(G). Now. 
the set {x9 y-z, t} induces a bad copaw in G (if .Y-_ q? E(H)) or a bad paw in H 
(if xz t E(H)). 0 
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The above claims implies that xy E E(H) iff xy E E(G) whenever x E V(H) - ci/(D) 
or y E V(H) - UH(D). To see that H is isomorphic to G we only need show that 
x~EE(H) iff x~EE(G) for x,y~ UH(D). 
For this purpose, replace H and G by their complements H and G. Then we have 
PH(D) = PF(D) = PC(D), UH(D) = R,(D) = R&D), &(D) = UF(D) = U&D). The 
fact that xy E E(H) iff xy E E(G) for x, y E R,(D) follows from Claims 16-19. 0 
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